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ABSTRACT 

Common user control interfaces are exemplified by translations of user interaction 

into an unnatural medium, such as joystick controllers or vehicle controls. These devices 

require experience to use properly, limiting user interaction and carryover to different 

control devices. In this work, we propose a control device based on intuitive user motion 

interaction, where this motion is replicated on a robotic system instead of an intermediate 

control device. The device control consists of a common camera phone, where the motion 

of the user is replicated on a 2 degree-of-freedom camera mount system. To achieve this 

concept, we begin by building and testing the accuracy of two different types of prediction 

algorithms, one based on images taken by the camera phone, and one using the sensors 

contained in the phone itself. The accuracy of the angular rotational estimation is evaluated 

on two different experiments, one using slower rotation, more suited to the image-based 

approach, and one using a faster rotation speed, where a sensor-based approach is more 

suitable. The results of each experiment are then evaluated, indicating that a combined 

approach for prediction is suitable for a range of rotational velocities. The combined 

method, based on a Kalman filter approach is designed and implemented on the recorded 

data, reducing error in the angular estimation. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

One large issue in the field of robotics is how to interact with humans and 

other forms of dynamic environment in a way that is both useful and does not carry 

the risk of harm. In factory settings, robots can handle large and heavy or small and 

delicate objects, but the same object, the same movement pattern, and only within 

a closed environment that human workers cannot enter without forcing the entire 

process to stop. The possibility of bodily harm and expensive failure restricts such 

robots to confined workspaces with no human interaction outside of maintenance 

and reprogramming. Robots are beginning to enter more dynamic commercial 

settings for the first time, such as those that mow lawns and vacuum, those that 

prepare drinks in bars, even those that have started to take over flipping burgers in 

the fast-food space. The main issues, despite such advancements, remain. Robots 

mow lawns and vacuum by mapping out a space and fitting a motion path to the 

area, taking paths around obstacles with some margin of error, and allowing 

humans to do the more difficult work near the edges. They make drinks by laying 

out all of the ingredients and choosing what path to move in to gather and pour 

them, and those ordering a drink stay outside of the operating space. Every motion 

is preplanned and preprogrammed, with none being adaptable or novel. Even robots 

that flip burgers, the most recent and sophisticated case, need confined 

environments with which to work, not alongside a human companion. Despite all 

of this progress, the question remains, how do we design robots that work with 

humans?  
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A preliminary answer to this question emerged with Intuitive Surgical’s 

Davinci Robot in 1999. This robot functions as a surgeon’s hands remotely, usually 

across the room. This robotic platform allowed greater precision, a position that 

causes far less fatigue, and the possibility of integrating different types of cameras 

and presenting them to the surgeon simultaneously. This is one of the more 

successful modern applications of robotics, where a robot is controlled by a human 

and acts as his hands. Since its inception, the robot has performed thousands of 

operations. The main limitation of this type of approach is adaptation, the surgeon 

must train to be able to use the platform correctly, relying on a series of joysticks 

and buttons to steer the manipulators. There is a limitation in adapting movement 

and planning training time for a surgeon to become acceptably skilled at using the 

robotic platform. This is one of the familiar limitations of traditional control 

interfaces. 

 Intuitive human robot interaction, where human subjects use natural modes 

of speaking or gesturing, remains a relatively unexplored area of robotic control. 

Traditional industrial robotic systems rely on constrained settings and precise 

closed loop programming to accomplish work tasks, even with recent 

advancements [1, 2, 3]. Another familiar form of robot is that which operates in the 

domestic domain [4, 5, 6], such as robotic cleaners. Typically, these robots can only 

be passively programmed to avoid stationary obstacles or stop working whenever 

they encounter uncertain environments, and so cannot actively interact with or be 

controlled by humans in any meaningful way. In a broader sense both of these 

robots belong to the closed loop autonomous category, where they are assigned 
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some task which cannot be dynamically redefined or solve new issues in their task 

space. As opposed to this norm, intuitive interaction relies on user input in the form 

of gesture or reaction to determine behavior, such that the robot reacts to the user 

motion or intention to determine its behavior.  

More recent advancements in robotic control and interaction rely on this 

principle to determine the system heuristics. At the other end of the control 

spectrum, there are also traditional user system controls which are simplified 

versions of human input, such as buttons or joysticks, which are limited to the non-

intuitive actions that correspond to these inputs. The main issue with such systems 

is the required training and adjustment to control designs, as well as the lack of 

carryover from system to system, or game to game [7].  Intuitive control instead 

depends on natural motion that allows the human to operate in ways that they would 

understand relatively quickly with a little training or testing with the system in order 

to utilize properly. This is of great interest in fields such as virtual and augmented 

reality, where intuitive control can correlate directly to realistic action. Such 

systems utilize natural gestures as opposed to buttons or joysticks or other forms of 

simplified control to make the experience of the user feel natural. This type of 

control is also transferable to the real world, where robotic avatars can take the 

place of their digital counterparts. Gesture-based human robot interaction is a 

developing field [8] of great interest to roboticists and human robot teams. In the 

future, robotic systems and users must be able to collaborate intuitively and quickly 

in the evolving workplace [9], allowing both groups to work and perform at a higher 

capacity than either can do alone. Recently many different types of available new 
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gesture-based technologies have appeared, inspired by augmented or virtual reality 

systems [10, 11], where capturing natural user movement is fundamental to the 

system. These types of user control systems often appear as sensor harnesses where 

different sensors are attached to the user and the different readings are recorded and 

calculated to determine user intent, or entire platforms meant to mimic the effects 

of the virtual world, one example being a Stewart platform used to simulate 

gravitational and acceleration effects for training aircraft pilots.  

In mechanics, the orientation problem, finding the location of the axes of 

some relative frame to another relative frame, is a closely related problem to the 

continuous pose estimation problem given here. It has been a recurring problem in 

aircraft dealt with using methods such as the TRIAD algorithm[12], or versions of 

the Kalman filter[13] and much work has been done to mitigate issues associated 

with incorrect estimation of this pose. The fundamental problem is how to address 

measurement uncertainty in pose in such a way that error is effectively minimized, 

and the underlying pose is calculated in an applicable manner. Though it is easy to 

find a reference of pitch a roll, yaw remains elusive, as there is not a good method 

to estimate it without providing some prerequisite knowledge, such as orientation 

of the earth’s magnetic field. In a similar vein, human pose faces similar issues with 

parallel methods of combining sensors to reduce uncertainty, like magnometers and 

IMUs [14]. At the root, the question is how to minimize measurement uncertainty 

and maximize the prediction accuracy. 

The motivation for this research is twofold, on one hand to create an 

intuitive natural motion with a camera phone that allows a user to control a remote 
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system, and mimic the motions that they make, forming a closed immersive 

feedback loop, and to implement this system wirelessly, so that it can be controlled 

remotely. As opposed to more traditional control devices, there are no buttons or 

joysticks to control the robotic platform. The intuitive aspect is that the user moves 

the phone as if they were looking about the environment to take a picture, but the 

image displayed is from the rover camera. Second, we wish to implement this 

system on a smartphone, as this is a common and widely available device, with 

about 3.5 billion devices currently. Thus, we may copy the system control app onto 

any smartphone with suitable software and hardware capabilities, namely the 

available mechanical sensors, a camera which can be monocular and low resolution, 

and running a version of android or IOS which supports the opencv framework.   

The combined system creates a natural interaction between the robotic rover and 

the user with the smartphone, without the need for any type of motion control 

harness or other intermediate control device.  

Accelerometer gyroscope combinations such as those utilized in [15, 16] 

are the most common type of sensory systems that utilize human motion to 

determine user intent. By sensing the acceleration and rotational velocity 

experienced by each sensor, the underlying system mechanics and motion can be 

found by integrating over the different rotational and acceleration effects recorded 

by the sensors. Very precise accelerometers and gyroscopes can determine these 

readings with a very high degree of accuracy. Because such sensor outputs are 

based on actual mechanics, the motion can often be more explicitly modelled when 

compared to other methods, especially when multiple axes are integrated on the 
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same device. One drawback to this kind of system is it has no reference to the 

environment, only relative motion, and drift can play a large part in the error of the 

motion estimation. Drift is a result of inaccuracy in integration or sensing, as the 

velocity component is numerically integrated, causing the leftover error to 

accumulate and result in a prediction of motion where there is none. This issue can 

be rectified by use of other estimations to decrease inaccuracy. In still frames, 

measurement of acceleration due to gravity can by itself render the azimuth angle 

from the horizontal plane, another form of state estimation.  

When used with other inputs, accelerometer gyroscope combinations can 

render accurate renderings of motion and intent, especially when measuring 

muscular signals either mechanically or electrically. Electromyographic (EMG) 

sensors are another type of common application in human robotic interaction [17, 

18]. EMG sensors measure the actual voltage output for muscle groups where they 

are attached and these measurements can be translated into input signals for user 

control, often using machine learning methods to estimate the system mechanics. 

Due to differences in user body composition, motion tendencies, and muscular 

utilization, it can be difficult to get precise or consistent outputs from these types 

of sensors, and often they are utilized in tandem with other types, after the effort of 

calibrating them to a particular user [19, 20]. This type of application would involve 

machine learning pattern recognition and some practice on the part of the user, 

which again creates issues of precise control and training time to work with the 

device.   
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 In robotic control, image-based techniques allow systems to make use of 

the environment in the surrounding feature information, similar to how human 

vision operates, identifying objects or specific points in those scenes and using 

those to track objects or surroundings. Many computational image processing 

techniques rely on simpler versions of these, such as reducing tracking to specific 

keypoints, and sometimes processing these keypoints in applications such as facial 

recognition [21].  In more recent modern systems deep learning approaches are 

utilized instead [22]. The disadvantage to this type of deep learning approach is that 

excessive processing can severely hinder real time application. Despite this flaw, 

these programs have the capability of tracking entire objects and separating them 

from the surrounding environment. Simple keypoint detection, by contrast, allows 

fast computation and nearly real time application, and these keypoints can be 

tracked from frame to frame.  

Image processing techniques provide a natural form of motion estimation, 

because when the change is calculated between frames this yields the image change 

directly, independent of the sampling rate. This is not to state that the sampling rate 

is not important, as discussed a bit later, but rather that the direct calculation better 

limits the error by not relying on the change in time between frames to find the 

distance calculation, so there is no error associated with the time based numerical 

integration, only error between the angle calculation of subsequent frames. For 

these reasons, vision was chosen as a valid method to implement in a system that 

tracks its own relative orientations. Image processing techniques are not 

particularly new, especially from a research perspective, but due to understandable 
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limitations in computational power, did not really begin to take off until the 1990s. 

There are issues found in image processing that we may take for granted as a 

biological process. For example, the human brain is quite adept at parsing a 

landscape and separating it into objects. This type of tracking is one application in 

orientation estimation, but image segmentation and object detection have only in 

the last decade with Alexnet[23], found any good ground in accurately finding and 

framing particular objects in frame. Not only is this a recent development, but 

requires neural networks with many layers to apply, which limits frame rate and 

makes an is mostly beyond the computational power of a smartphone. Another 

additional issue with image neural networks is that they are usually built and trained 

end to end, so modifying the underlying scheme to adapt it to a different purpose is 

difficult, and even more so on a predefined API such as android studio. 

 Other forms of image processing that are well developed is keypoint 

recognition and matching, an early use case for which can be found in [24]. In this 

work, the main idea is fairly straightforward, use the camera on the robot to take an 

image from the front of its current position, match these to set of database images 

that come from various different locations in the mapped space, use a histogram 

method to find the best match and then from this match compute the location of the 

robot in the mapped space. Of course, these types of mobile robots existed in the 

2D space, where they had only three parameters describing their location, x, y, θ, 

and abstracting such a method to three dimensions is quite high in computational 

cost.  Another application of keypoint detection is to assume that motion constitutes 

a general movement of some object within the frame of the camera, and that by 
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tracking the mean of the keypoints that shift, the process tracks some object that is 

moving within the frame. This method is utilized in this work to estimate the motion 

of a user with a control device, rather than the pose of a robot. 

If the available field of view is approximated as the surface of a sphere, the 

area that is seen by the observer, such as a camera, occupies a portion of the surface 

of this sphere. In a rough sense, as the observer rotates, the field of view rotates on 

this hypothetical spherical surface, revealing a new image corresponding to the 

change in orientation. If the change has any overlap, then some of the keypoints in 

the different views will be able to be matched. The distance traveled by these 

keypoints becomes the measure of the angular change. The distance moved in the 

picture divided by the resolution, and multiplied by the width of the field of view 

can nearly directly track the angular change in the image. Nearly, but with the key 

issue of distortion. If we visualize the mean of the keypoints moving as a curve on 

the surface of the sphere, we get an image such as, 

 

Fig 1. Visualization of Sampling of Keypoint Mean. 
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Where we can see the distance measured by the sample does not quite match 

the length of the given curve. This is the distortion in image applications, where the 

approximation of a surface by a two-dimensional Euclidean plane begins to be 

undermeasured as the angular change increases. Distortion limits the accuracy of 

large rotation, because it underapproximates the change from one frame to the next. 

Due to this distortion effect, one of the focuses of this research was to minimize the 

underestimation of the angular change in the image-based prediction method, by 

increasing sampling frequency. From a geometric standpoint, this is similar to a 

technique known as the method of exhaustion, where the circumference of a circle 

is estimated by inscribing regular polygons with more and more sides, until satisfied 

with the approximation. The method to increase the accuracy of the prediction is to 

increase the sampling frequency until the length of the measured distance begins to 

approach the curve itself; 

 

Fig 2. Visualization of increased sampling frequency 

So that the measured distance approaches a good approximation of the rotation 

curve. In the above Figs., the line drawn from each measured point to the next gets 

closer and closer to the actual curve. 
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The system introduced in this work attempts to create a device where a 

camera is mounted on a remote vehicle moved by two servo motors, and the motion 

of these motors replicates the natural motion of the human operator, who can, in 

the camera phone view, remotely see what the mounted camera sees. Instead of 

tracking an object through keypoints with the camera view, these same keypoints 

can instead be used to estimate the motion of the camera itself. These keypoints in 

this system can be tracked from frame to frame and used to estimate the angular 

change between subsequent views. Additionally, the data from the sensors provides 

another form of estimation, though not as accurate in the same range of motion, can 

be used where the image-based approach is either very inaccurate or fails 

completely. Sensors, which must be numerically integrated are prone to drift and 

over estimation, while image-based tracking is prone to underestimation. 

Combining multiple different forms of state estimation is a common application in 

both sensor fusion and robotic pose estimation, and this approach can be expanded 

to the capture of human motion as well. Thus, by utilizing different estimates of 

state, from where each performs well and where each performs poorly, an accurate 

recreation of intuitive and natural human motion can be achieved. 

The simplified version of this system introduced here consists of three main 

components: a camera phone which is used to capture the motion of the user, a 

computer which receives the signals from the phone and records estimates of the 

motion, and a two degree-of-freedom (DoF) mount operated by servo motors which 

replicates the angular rotation of the user with the camera phone. In summary, the 
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remotely mounted camera should move as the user with the camera phone does, 

creating an intuitive, remote video stream system.  

The robotic system makes use of multiple different sensing types and once 

combined they operate in a manner that reduces overall error in the motion 

estimation in multiple different movement and environment types, such as rotation 

speed or poor lighting or unreliable keypoint existence. For example, image 

processing tracking works well with slower rotational movement, where the image 

resolution can render a high degree of accuracy with keypoint tracking. In other 

situations, such as faster rotation, sensors such as accelerometers and gyroscopes 

can render a better estimation of movement. By considering the advantages and 

disadvantages of both systems, the combined system can better operate in a range 

of different conditions that it would otherwise be unable to by relying only on one 

source of estimation or the other, and be far more prone to failure as a whole where 

accuracy is an important system aspect. 

Error in image estimation is a function of two features, processing rate and the 

approximation of the curve on a spherical surface. As the angular change between 

frames increases, the distance approximation along this curve diverges from the 

length of the curve itself, and the angle is then underestimated. Additionally, error 

in keypoint matching increases as the angular view changes, and it becomes more 

difficult to find reliable matches. Overall, the error in image estimation can be 

expected grow exponentially as the angle between frames increases, eventually 

being unable to find matches and failing completely. Sensor based angular change 

estimation, by contrast, can be expected to decrease in a negative exponential curve, 
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as the signal to noise ratio increases well above the noise of a slow or still system. 

Since both systems perform well under opposite rotational velocities, a combined 

approach utilizing both methods can compensate for the weaknesses of both.  

Sensor fusion, the principle of which is applied here, is frequently employed 

to combat uncertainty in unplanned environments. It has seen a great deal of recent 

application with the push for autonomous vehicles on the roadways. For example, 

in object detection, the inputs from multiple different lidar, radar, and cameras are 

processed together, and an object is likely to be detected in multiple different 

sensors, increasing the precision about the object’s true position and location. A 

form of this exists in human stereo vision. Depth perception is a result of 

overlapping image frames, and the disparity between the two images is used to find 

object depth. Instead of using two simultaneous images, this work employs change 

in two subsequent images in time, a different way to calculate disparity and one 

that correlates to motion rather than static depth perception. Common forms of 

sensor fusion include probability grids[25], Sequential Monte Carlo methods[26], 

and the Kalman filter. Of the three, probability grids are limited in their two 

dimensional capacity, and sequential Monte Carlo methods(particle filter) are better 

suited to previously mapped environments.  

Kalman filters have been utilized for several different types of estimation where 

relying only on measurements can create significant uncertainty in finding the 

actual system state. For example, in [27], Kalman filters represent an application of 

a Markov chain, where the approximation of the previous state and the expected 

measurement error combined with the current expected measurement error can 
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render a more accurate estimation of the current state. Another application of the 

Kalman filter such as [28] takes the form of sensor fusion, where multiple different 

measurements are combined by weighting their expected error and forming a new 

average estimate of the state. This application of the Kalman filter is utilized in this 

work to combine sensor and image based estimation of rotation.  

The general form of the Kalman filter is divided into the update of the 

measurement and the update of the predicted state, as is pictured below, 

 

Fig 3. Kalman filter General Equations [28] 

 

For the state updating step, x is the state, A the transformation of the state 

prediction, B and u represent the transform and control inputs, respectively, while 

P and Q each represent the probability distribution and expected error matrix at 

each step. For the Measurement step, of which a simplified version is used in this 

work, K is the Kalman gain matrix which is the most important system aspect, and 

is calculated using the model matrix H, the previous distribution P, and the noise 
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covariance R. The prediction of x is updated using these values in addition to the 

observation vector z. P is calculated by the previous distribution P, the gain K, and 

model matrix H.  
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Chapter 2: System Design 

2.1 Overview of the System 

The main function of the design is to serve as a type of remote point of view 

system, what this means physically is that the motion of the user with the camera 

phone is re-created on the camera mount system which is controlled by two servo 

motors along two different axes, a vertical azimuth angle axis and the lateral yaw 

axis. The entire system consists of three different components, the first of which, 

the camera phone, serves as the interaction point between the user and the system, 

capturing the user motion and broadcasting the data. The computer portion of the 

system serves to receive the incoming prediction and to send the commands to the 

camera mount portion. The eventual goal is to broadcast the commands directly to 

the control board, but it is not currently wirelessly equipped. The camera mount 

component, which is attached to a control board, serves as the actualization 

element, which reproduces the user motion using the two servo motors, moving an 

attached camera around in the same manner as the phone. A simple visualization 

diagram for the system can be viewed in Fig. 4. The phone utilized in this system 

is the LGG 810 Q device which operates on an android platform. The computer is 

an ASUS GU502G Windows PC utilizing python scripts to process the incoming 

image and sensor data and sends the calculated angle to the Botboarduino 

controller, which then moves the two Hitec HS-85BB servo motors to replicate the 

motion of the user.  
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Fig. 4: System visualization 

 

For communication between the various components, the Android phone 

and laptop communicate using TCP (transmission control protocol) while both are 

connected to the same network using server-client sockets. Multiple different forms 

of communication were considered to be used for wireless communication, such as 

Bluetooth or other forms of internet such as UDP (User Datagram Protocol). 

Ultimately TCP was chosen for a few different advantages. Bluetooth allows 

wireless communication, but only so far as the allowable range, not well suited to 

remote applications, and has a lower data transfer rate. UDP protocol is faster, but 

at the risk of data packets arriving out of order or some being dropped. TCP has the 

advantages of both, able to communicate remotely, and ensuring data arrives 

completely and in order. Since the final goal is to move over the laptop with the 

control signal, and the signal is kept only to a string containing angular estimation, 
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TCP was acceptable as opposed to UDP. The laptop and Botboarduino 

communicate using a serial port USB connection. The Botboarduino is 

programmed to operate as follows; listening at the connection till it receives the 

message, decoding the message for the angle and executing the movement, and 

finally sending a confirmation signal back along the connection. It then returns to 

listening for a new command. This scheme allows control to be separated into two 

threads on the laptop, one that sends the movement update to the servo mount, and 

one that samples incoming data and updates the angular estimation.  On the side of 

the wireless communication, the cameraphone sends a string message containing 

the data angular change between the two samples, whether this be from the image-

based method or from the sensor, at different frequencies. The incoming sensor data 

consists of the linear accelerometer, gravitational vector, and gyroscope data, 

passed as a string which is decoded by the laptop. The laptop sends a request signal 

and a received signal that to keep the data from being interpreted discretely in single 

sets, rather than overlap in the message being passed. Similarly, the image data is 

processed using the opencv java API, and the calculated angular changes are sent 

to the computer. Once the confirmation signal is returned, the phone begins the 

process of taking the next image and calculating the angular change, or angular 

change based on sensor readings, until the signal from the laptop is received, then 

the process starts again. 

There are two iterations of the system discussed in this work. The first uses 

a central laptop to do all the image processing and prediction for the image based 

technique. It functions as a client side application, where it requests an image from 
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the camera, the camera responds by sending a byte stream of a coded .jpg image, 

and the computer decodes, processes, matches with the previous image, calculates 

the disparity between the two images, records this amount for further data 

processing, then again requests the next image. The second iteration of the system, 

towards attempting to attain a self contained device, has the cameraphone, with the 

opencv tools implemented in java do all of the image processing steps, compute the 

angular change, and then the angle calculation is sent to the laptop to be recorded. 

The next round of calculation is begun and the next angular change sent to the 

laptop when the request is sent. Considerations were given to the capability of a 

smartphone to function as the processing unit [29] and some initial investigations 

concerning this same issue. The result of implementing the system on the 

smartphone was that the sampling interval decreased from around 0.7s to 0.4s, and 

some additional additions were made to the algorithm to account for issues coming 

from the java based implementation of opencv. 

 

2.2 Image-Based Prediction 

For the image-based approach to angular prediction, the keypoint detection 

tracking is utilized. Traditional forms of key points include edge detection and 

corner detection, but these key points do not work well when changes in lighting or 

viewing angle occur. Therefore, the scale invariant form of keypoints such as what 

was originally developed in the SIFT[30] and SURF[31] methods is performed on 

the image using different image resolutions to define key points in multiple scales.  
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Fig 5. Explanation of Difference of Gaussian and Scale Matching[30] 

 

From the above figure we see the effectiveness of this type of keypoint detection. 

Using the Difference of Gaussian to determine gradient and computing it on 

downsampled images as well, the only keypoints kept are those that appear at 

multiple scales. Doing so eliminates shadows and corners that are prone to angle 

and lighting issues, and other similarly unreliable keypoints. This method generates 

reliable matches as any points that appear at one scale but not at others are discarded 

in the detection scheme. Images are converted to grayscale before processing. 

These scale invariant keypoints are more easily detectable and robust without 

regards to lighting or viewing angle, and in this application more easily trackable. 

Here we make use of the ORB algorithm [32], due to the reduced requirement of 

system resources as compared to other methods, which is important for faster 

tracking of motion, and the fact that it was developed as open source at opencv labs, 

so is easier to implement and more adaptable to alterration. Work comparing the 

differences in the processing time and match accuracy was done in [33]. Higher 
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sampling is desirable, as the change in angle is smaller and more locally Euclidean. 

The frequency of the processing is around 2.5hz, but keypoint processing and 

matching is dependent on the input images and so varies based on the disparity. The 

results of this type of detection can be seen in Fig. 2, where the keypoints and 

magnitude and orientation descriptors are drawn on a red panda image. 

  

 

Fig. 6 Keypoint detection and description. 

 

For sequential images, the keypoints are matched using the BFMatcher 

(brute force matcher) object and the relative motion in frame of the best 10 

keypoints is calculated. The average motion of the keypoints is computed as the 

angular rotation when measured within the field of view of the camera, using Eq. 

(1):  

 

where field of view (Fov) is divided by the image resolution (res) and multiplied 

by the sum of pixel movement (𝛥𝑥) and divided by the number of movement 
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samples (N), in this case 10. This can be seen as the average pixel movement of 

each of the keypoints, which is then normalized as the angular change in the Fov, 

measured for the cameraphone as 70 degrees. An example of this process can be 

seen in Fig. 7. The opencv matcher algorithm, however, is occasionally prone to 

bad matches, so the average and standard deviation are computed for the set, and 

outliers are removed, finally the average is recalculated. This method works well 

even when the image resolution is taken to be fairly small at 240x320 pixels, but 

functions as the best combination of processing speed and accuracy at twice this 

resolution 480x640 pixels. 

 

Fig. 7 An Example of keypoint matching. 

2.3 Sensor-Based Prediction 

Gyroscope sensors are widely used in modern smartphones, which can track 

the motion of the phone itself. In this work, the gyroscope sensor is set in the GAME 

delay mode, i.e., output at 50Hz with the android studio API. This is the fastest 

sensor update besides NO DELAY, but NO DELAY often results in data access 

issues so was not implemented. All gyroscope data are relative to the phone frame 
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shown in Fig. 8, which respond when the phone moves. To reduce the influence of 

noise, a classic Butterworth lowpass filter is applied on the sensor data before they 

are used for pose calculation. During each sampling interval, rotation velocity of a 

phone is considered constant. Given initial direction of the phone, the relative final 

direction can be calculated in the following way: 

 

𝜽1 = �̇�0∆𝑡    (2) 

 

where �̇�0, a three-dimensional (3D) vector, are initial rotation velocities, acquired 

from the gyroscope sensor, and ∆t is the corresponding sampling interval. For 

consecutively sampling process, initial position of the process is defined as the 

absolute reference frame, i.e.,  𝜽0 = 𝟎. When the first data comes in, Eq. (2) can be 

used to calculate the initial pose of the next sampling interval. For the second 

sampling interval, pose of the phone relative to the first sampling interval can be 

calculated using cardan angles  

 

𝑹′
𝟏 = [

𝐶𝑧𝐶𝑦 − 𝑆𝑧𝐶𝑥𝑆𝑍 −𝐶𝑧𝑆𝑦 − 𝑆𝑧𝐶𝑥𝐶𝑦 𝑆𝑧𝑆𝑥

𝑆𝑧𝐶𝑦 − 𝐶𝑧𝐶𝑥𝑆𝑦 −𝑆𝑧𝑆𝑦 + 𝐶𝑧𝐶𝑥𝐶𝑦 −𝐶𝑧𝑆𝑥

𝑆𝑥𝑆𝑦 𝑆𝑥𝐶𝑦 𝐶𝑥

](3) 

 

where 𝑆𝑥 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃1, 𝐶𝑥 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃1, 𝑆𝑦 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑1, 𝐶𝑦 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑1, 𝑆𝑧 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓1, and 𝐶𝑧 =

𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓1.Thus, the ending pose of the second sampling interval can be defined in the 

absolute reference frame as 𝑹𝟏 = 𝑹′𝟏𝑹𝟎. Due to the fact that 𝜽0 = 𝟎, R0 is an 

identity matrix, simplifying initial calculation. For the third sampling interval, the 
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pose of the phone can be defined as 𝑹𝟐 = 𝑹′𝟐𝑹𝟏. Where 𝑹′𝟐 is the pose of the 

phone relative to the previous sampling interval. Iteratively, pose of the n-th 

sampling interval can be obtained by: 

  

 

where 𝑆𝑥 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃′𝑛, 𝐶𝑥 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃′𝑛, 𝑆𝑦 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜑′
𝑛

, 𝐶𝑦 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑′
𝑛

, 𝑆𝑧 = 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜓′
𝑛

, and 

𝐶𝑧 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜓′
𝑛

. The prime indicates incremental of the angles between two samples. 

Based on Eq. (3), cardan angles 𝜽𝒏
′ =  [𝜃′𝑛 𝜑′

𝑛
𝜓′

𝑛] 𝑇 of each sampling 

interval relative to the absolute reference frame can be calculated, which represent 

the current pose of the phone relative to the absolute initial pose. In addition, these 

angles are also exactly the absolute rotation angles of our actuator. 
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Fig. 8 Definition of phone frame. 

 

2.4 Combined Kalman approach 

For certain angular velocities where the error of both approaches is high, a 

Kalman filter based approach to both estimations is employed to rectify the 

uncertainty in this range. For this system the range was designated as 10-20 deg/s 

and the Kalman filter was developed to combine the two angular estimations from 

each method when the angular velocity fell into this range. The determination of 

the range will be demonstrated in the result discussion. The equation developed to 

handle combining the two estimation techniques can be seen as;  
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where the matrix H represents the weight given to each observation, ∆x the 

combined observation, x the previous and current states, and A the matrix that 

transforms the measurement to the state estimation. To adjust for the difference in 

the frequency of the estimation data (the frequency of sensor’s data is higher than 

that of image data), the state change from the sensor based method accumulates in 

time until an additional measurement of image data is available. At this moment 

the two are weighted and summed to create the new state change, which is added 

to the previous state estimation. To account for the effective ranges of the system, 

the matrix H varies dependent on the velocity estimation. Below the Kalman range 

it weights only the image measurement, H = [1 0], above only the sensor 

measurement  H =[0 1]. Within the Kalman range the weights are calculated by the 

Kalman filter H = [w1  w2].  and the derived state change computed. This version 

of the Kalman filter is simplified from the general version, where the system control 

inputs and probability distributions are not necessary to produce subsequent 

estimations. 
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Chapter 3: Design of Experiments 

3.1 Experimental Setup 

To test the accuracy and capability of the prediction algorithm, a special mount 

was developed for the phone system to standardize the angular rotation that the 

phone experiences during the experiment. To achieve this a standard servo motor 

(HiTec HS645MG) was attached to an adjustable phone mount. The vertical 

azimuth angle of rotation can be adjusted offline while the lateral rotation is 

controlled by the attached servo to generate continuous motion, as seen in Fig. 9. 

The Botboarduino controlling the servo mount receives angular commands through 

the USB serial cable connected to the PC. The angular velocity ω of the mount is 

varied by writing a delay into the arduino’s command script between each angular 

increment. The angular velocity is calculated by a different command script which 

returns the time duration of a particular motion, so that the motion can be divided 

by said time duration. The designed experimental setup allows the angle of the 

servo motor to directly act as the angular input. In summary, the main variable 

parameters for the system are the prediction accuracy concerning the angle 

amplitude and the angular velocity ω. No motion occurs in the image space 

(stationary environment), to restrict the mean angular change calculation to the 

environment itself. Because the vertical rotation of the camera phone is easy to 

estimate from the gravity vector, this research focuses on recreating the more 

difficult yaw rotation, the axis of which is parallel to the gravitational direction. In 

order to develop a combined method utilizing both types of motion estimation, the 
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estimation error is determined by creating a constant movement around the desired 

axis and recording the error in the motion prediction for that Angular velocity ω. 

 

Fig. 9 Experimental Setup. 

 

3.2 Experiment Design 1 

For the first set of experiments, the two different tests correlate to two different 

rates of angular motion for the rotation of the mount holding the camera phone. 

These experiments focus purely on the accuracy of each method only in its ideal 

realm of application. Only two angular velocities were applied, and the motion 

paths were varied in variety of different manners. Additionally, for the first set of 

experiments, the system is set up such that the image based processing is done on 

the laptop, with the phone sending entire images through the wireless socket. 
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Sampling intervals for the image-based method were measured at about 0.7s. For 

the first set of given data, the measurements were taken with a rotation speed of 

3.45s per 30 degrees of rotation, favoring the image-based algorithm, and for the 

second a rate of 2.09s per 90 degrees, favoring the sensor-based algorithm. The first 

dataset taken for each rotation speed consists of a simple motion from 0 degree to 

the -45 degree angle, then stopping. This can be seen in Fig 10 as the simplest graph. 

The next two datasets at each speed consisted of a motion from 0 degree to the -60 

degree angle, next to the positive 60 degree angle, and then back to the 0 degree 

angle, the maximum amplitude, and representing the longest continuous motion. 

The next motion consists of movement from 0 degree to the -45 degree angle, then 

to the 0 degree, 45 degree and back to the 0 degree angles, a smaller motion 

amplitude but greater command density. The final dataset consists of motion from 

0 degree to the -60 degree angle, motion in 30 degree increments to the 60 degree 

angle, and finally motion back to the 0 degree angle, the largest command density 

set, used to test issues associated with estimation drift. 

 

3.2 Experiment Design 2 

For the experiment, the motion path was held constant while the relative angular 

velocity was changed between experiments. The motion path of the experimental 

setup  was defined as 60 degrees in the anticlockwise direction as viewed from 

above, a pause of one second, then motion of 120 degrees clockwise, (or to 60 

degrees clockwise from the original position) with a one second pause in this 

position, and finally back to the starting position. A graphical representation of this 
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motion can be deduced from Fig. 12, where the predicted angular rotation very 

closely follows the motion path with very little error. The angular velocities of the 

phone mount were varied between 7.00. 7.63, 8.41, 9.63, 10.53, 12.03, 14.11, 

15.35, 16.41, 18.87, 21.18, 25.57, 28.48, 34.35, and 43.35 degrees/s. For continuity, 

evaluation was performed on the sensor based estimation technique at all angular 

velocities, even on the slower rates of motion where the estimation error is expected 

to be large. Similarly, evaluation was performed on the image based technique, but 

above 21.18 deg/s the estimation fails completely, as the fast motion and narrow 

field of view create issues in overlap of images, and keypoints cannot be correctly 

matched. The error rate of each angular velocity trial is taken from the error in the 

estimation of the control signal, and each trial is repeated three times, with the 

resultant error taken together to compute the standard deviation.  
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Chapter 4: Experimental Results 

4.1 Experiment 1 

The results of the eight different motion sequences are pictured in Fig. 10 

and Fig. 11, the first four of which correspond to the slow rate of motion, about 

3.45s per 30 degrees, and the next four correspond to the fast rate of motion, about 

2.09 seconds per 90 degrees. For this slower rate of rotational velocity, the image-

based approach clearly better estimates the given command angle in the 

experimental setup. The estimation error is given as the difference between the 

input to the experimental setup and the algorithmically estimated angle. The 

maximum absolute estimation error from any given command was only 2.66 

degrees and occurred in the densest command dataset. The average absolute error 

on all commands was 0.98 degrees and the maximum residual error, or error 

remaining between the input angle and estimated angle at the end of the trial, in any 

trial was 1.14 degrees, indicating that many commands would have to be given to 

the camera mount before residual error from motion estimation would be at all 

significant. 

The estimation is based only on minimizing distortion of the image data, so 

that increasing accuracy can be achieved by increasing the streaming and 

processing speed. The sensor-based approach as can be seen below is highly suspect 

to noise and thus drift at a slower rate of motion, as well as any vibration from the 

motor itself. To minimize the noise and vibration error, i.e., to increase the signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR), higher rotation speeds as in the second experimental trial can 
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lead to more accurate angular estimation, a compliment to the necessarily slower 

image data method. 

 

Fig. 10 Results of the Slow Rotation Experiment Yaw Angle. 

 

 

Fig. 11 Results of the fast rotation experiment Yaw Angle. 
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 From the above Figs. the advantage of the sensor-based approach at higher 

rotational speed becomes apparent, as the image-based approach becomes unable 

to match keypoints between image views with any significant degree of accuracy. 

Thus, the image keypoint based approach fails at sufficiently high speed. The 

sensor-based approach in contrast performs well at higher rotational velocities since 

it has a higher SNR, where in this experiment the average absolute error was only 

1.84 degrees, high accuracy for a numerical approach to noisy data. The maximum 

residual error occurred during the simplest trial, where a lack of motion in the 

reverse direction creates a larger drift error. Finally, the maximum estimation error 

occurred where the largest initial rotation occurred, indicating larger motions are 

more subject to slight errors in sensor data. 

 

4.2 Experiment 2   

In Figs. 12 and 13 the best illustration of the two separate methods is shown to 

highlight the range at which each of the two separate methods performs well in 

isolation. It is important to note that the image based approach here has been 

integrated onto the cameraphone, which is computing the angular change. The 

angular velocity ω of the particular trial is included in the title. It can be seen in Fig. 

12 that the larger motion rate of the faster trials well supports the sensor based 

approach, where the standard deviation was only 4.789 degrees at the highest 

velocity, very low for a numerical integration approach to noisy data, and almost 

twice the speed that the image based approach has failed completely. This type of 
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motion would correlate to a quick user intent to see to the side of the direct field of 

vision. In Fig. 13 the smooth continuous motion of the image based approach is 

displayed, where slower motion can be well approximated by the keypoint mean 

shift, and the average error is only 1.938 degrees in the slowest case. This type of 

motion can be seen as user intent to slowly sweep to surroundings, or to track a 

slow-moving object in frame. Of note is the difference in the ramp of the two 

different motions, since the discrete state change calculations are very smooth in 

either case, giving the appearance of continuity. 

 

 

Fig. 12 Sensor  ω =25.57, 24.48, 34.35, 43.35 deg/s 
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Fig. 13 Image ω = 7.00, 7.63, 8.41, 9.33 deg/s 
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Chapter 5: Development Of Kalman Filter 

More important than the performance of each at any particular instance is the 

expected standard deviation (std) of the degree error as a function of the angular 

velocity. The error is expected to be increasing exponentially for the image-based 

approach as distortion and keypoint matching difficulty become more prominent. 

Error is expected to decrease as a negative exponential function with increased 

angular velocity, which is a function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This trend 

should remain stable until the motion duration begins to approach the sampling 

frequency, which did not occur in any of the experimental trials. The standard 

deviations are given in Table 1 here, as well as the relative SNR to the control 

signal. From the table it can be noted the rotational velocity where image-based 

estimation fails completely, and the continuity of the sensor-based method. 

Table 1. Average Measured Standard Deviations 

 

  

Velocity Image std. Image SNR Sensor std. Sensor SNR

7.00 1.938 30.960 25.241 2.377

7.63 3.939 15.232 17.524 3.424

8.41 2.820 21.277 14.290 4.199

9.33 2.753 21.794 13.145 4.564

10.53 4.437 13.523 15.419 3.891

12.03 3.844 15.609 11.322 5.299

14.11 4.728 12.690 12.469 4.812

15.35 8.680 6.912 14.001 4.285

16.41 10.338 5.804 8.198 7.319

18.87 12.800 4.688 11.130 5.391

21.18 18.435 3.255 11.712 5.123

25.57 failure 5.333 11.251

28.48 4.686 12.804

34.35 4.646 12.914

43.35 4.798 12.505
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Fig. 14 displays the fitted functions of error for the two approaches, with the red 

showing the sensor based data, and the blue displaying the image based approach. 

The two approximate equations of error from above are: 

 

 

 

The Kalman filter derived from the above was employed on the five sets of data 

that fell into the effective range of the algorithm, which is from 10 deg/s to 20 deg/s, 

where is can be seen that the error is still significantly high for both estimation 

approaches. The results of the Kalman filter combined method are displayed in 

Table 2. 

 

Table 2: Kalman Filter Standard Deviations 

 

 The results of the various experiments to determine the standard deviations of 

each method individually and the combined Kalman filter method are depicted here 

in Fig8. Some observations from the graph include that an increasing exponential 

curve for image-based angular estimation, and a decreasing exponential curve for 

the sensor-based estimation seem to well approximate the increase in error for each 

Velocity Kalman std.

12.03 3.639

14.11 4.925

15.35 4.320

16.41 7.339

18.87 8.790
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method and accurate enough to develop a Kalman filter that performs better than 

each individually in this range.  

 

 

Fig. 14 Standard Dev as a Function of Angular Velocity 

 From Fig 14 above, the Kalman filter estimation performs better than either the 

sensor estimation of the image estimation for all but one of the angular velocities 

defined in the application range. The final angular velocity estimated in the range 

of the Kalman filter, 18.87 deg/s performed far better than either the image-based 

technique or the sensor-based technique, with a 23 percent difference between the 

standard deviation of the two. It can also be noted that in this range the Kalman 

estimation appears to be linear in nature, and this aspect accounts for the significant 

difference in estimation error at the upper end of the application range.   
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future Work 

 For this research, the first steps in developing a system meant to capture 

user motion using a camera phone and recreate this motion in a remote camera 

mount system was developed and the accuracy of the system in predicting angular 

motion was tested, by way of both sensor-based angular estimation and image-

based angular estimation, each of which proved to be accurate with respect to 

different angular rotation rates, as seen in Fig. 15, where motion was begun at the 

slow rate and then duplicated at the fast rate of rotation. 

 

 

Fig. 15 Example of both slow and fast experiment Yaw Angle. 

 Both data processing approaches were reset to zero angular change in the 

middle, and the clear difference in the accuracy of each based on rotational velocity 

can be seen. The experimental data indicate that high accuracy in combined data 
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can be achieved over a range of rotational velocities. This portion of the 

experiments highlights the selection of the methods used to capture user intention, 

and the relative strengths of each within their applicable range, able to generate 

reliable angular estimations with both slow and fast scenarios.  

 In this second portion of this research, a system based on a remote 

communication scheme where the camerphone handles the processing load of the 

angular estimation was developed and the accuracies of the different methods were 

measured as a function of angular velocity. The advantage of the processing being 

moved to the smartphone device were twofold, increasing the sampling frequency, 

which as discussed previously increases the accuracy of the image based estimation 

at higher angular rates, and moves it toward a more self-contained system that does 

not rely on a laptop as an intermediary. The sensor-based approach was taken to be 

exponentially decreasing, which correlates to the higher SNR. The image-based 

approach is taken to be exponentially increasing, which correlates to increasing 

distance approximation error and increasing matching error. By applying a Kalman 

filter approach where both methods tend to perform poorly, the standard deviation 

of the measurement error was significantly decreased compared to simply using 

either method and overall the developed system accurately estimates angular 

change at a variety of different rotational velocities.  

  In future iterations of the system design, a higher communication speed 

through adjustment of the network communication scheme and image capture API 

will be implemented to aid in increasing the accuracy and sampling frequency of 

the image-based approach to angular rotation prediction. To increase accuracy with 
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the sensor-based approach, more advanced filtering methods can be employed to 

increase accuracy, and other measurements besides the gyroscope can be 

incorporated. Many more experiments at different angular velocities will increase 

the accuracy of the standard deviation curves, making the Kalman filter more 

reliable in its operation range 

  The estimation system is to be implemented in real-time in the loop, such 

that the camera mount moves according to the state estimation achieved in this 

work. Finally, the remote camera mount component will hold a wireless video 

camera, which will transmit its image feedback to the user interacting with the 

camera phone, completing the full feedback loop of the intuitive remote camera 

mount system. 
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Appendix 

Implementation of the android code thread used to broadcast the sensor data(java) 

class Thread1 implements Runnable { 

    @Override 

    public void run() { 

 

        Socket socket = null; 

        DataOutputStream Dos = null; 

 

        String msg; 

        String incoming = null; 

        try{ 

            serverSocket = new 

ServerSocket(SERVERPORT); 

            ipPort.setText("IP : "+ 

serverSocket.getLocalPort()); 

        } catch (IOException e){ 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

        } 

        

while(!Thread.currentThread().isInterrupted()){ 

            try{ 

 

                    socket = serverSocket.accept(); 

                    Dos = new 

DataOutputStream(socket.getOutputStream()); 

                    BufferedReader input = new 

BufferedReader(new 

InputStreamReader(socket.getInputStream())); 

                while (true){ 

                    msg = 

x+","+y+","+z+","+x_g+","+y_g+","+z_g+","+grav_x+","+g

rav_y+","+grav_z; 

                    Dos.writeUTF("s,"+msg+",e"); 

                    while(incoming == null) { 
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                        //Dos.writeUTF("in loop"); 

                        incoming = input.readLine(); 

                    } 

                    //Dos.writeUTF(incoming); 

                    Log.d(TAG, incoming); 

                    incoming = null; 

 

                } 

 

 

            }catch (IOException e){ 

                e.printStackTrace(); 

            } 

        } 

    } 

} 

 

Implementation of the android code thread used to broadcast the image data(java) 

class Thread1 implements Runnable { 

    @Override 

    public void run() { 

 

        Socket socket = null; 

        DataOutputStream dossoc = null; 

        String msg = null; 

        String incoming = null; 

 

        try { 

            serverSocket = new 

ServerSocket(SERVERPORT); 

 

 

        } catch (IOException e) { 

            e.printStackTrace(); 

        } 

 

        while 

(!Thread.currentThread().isInterrupted()) { 

            try { 

                socket = serverSocket.accept(); 

                Log.i(TAG, "Server connected 

successfully"); 

                dossoc = new 

DataOutputStream(socket.getOutputStream()); 

                BufferedReader input = new 
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BufferedReader(new 

InputStreamReader(socket.getInputStream())); 

                Log.i(TAG, "Right before image 

stuff"); 

 

                imgUpdated = false; 

                camera.takePicture(null, null, 

mPicture); 

 

 

                while(!imgUpdated) { 

                    try { 

                        Thread.sleep(1); 

                        Log.d(TAG, "Image is not 

updated"); 

                    } catch (InterruptedException e) { 

                        e.printStackTrace(); 

                    } 

                } 

 

                Log.d(TAG, "right before queue 

remove"); 

                //Log.d(TAG, "byterray is" + new 

String(queue.peek())); 

                try { 

                    img2 = Imgcodecs.imdecode(new 

MatOfByte(queue.remove()), 

Imgcodecs.IMREAD_GRAYSCALE); 

                    //img_2 = queue.remove(); 

                }catch(NoSuchElementException e){ 

                    e.printStackTrace(); 

                } 

                detector.detect(img2, kp2); 

                extractor.compute(img2, kp2, des2); 

 

                while(true) {                   //the 

continuous loop 

 

                    //Log.d(TAG, "started the second 

camera loop"); 

                    imgUpdated = false; 

                    camera.takePicture(null, null, 

mPicture); 

 

                    //pass old image, descriptors and 

keypoints 

                    img1 = img2.clone(); 
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                    kp1 = new MatOfKeyPoint(kp2); 

                    des1 = des2.clone(); 

 

                    while(imgUpdated==false) { 

                        try { 

                            Thread.sleep(1); 

                            Log.d(TAG, "Image is not 

updated"); 

                        } catch (InterruptedException 

e) { 

                            e.printStackTrace(); 

                        } 

                    } 

 

                    try { 

                        img2 = Imgcodecs.imdecode(new 

MatOfByte(queue.remove()), 

Imgcodecs.IMREAD_GRAYSCALE); 

                        //img_2 = queue.remove(); 

                    }catch(NoSuchElementException e){ 

                        e.printStackTrace(); 

                    } 

                    Log.i(TAG, "Size of matrix is " + 

String.valueOf(img2.rows()) +" "+ 

String.valueOf(img2.cols())); 

                    detector.detect(img2, kp2); 

                    extractor.compute(img2, kp2, 

des2); 

                    bfmatcher.match(des1, des2, 

matches1); 

                    bfmatcher.match(des2, des1, 

matches2); 

 

 

                    Log.i(TAG, "start of matrices"); 

                    //Log.i(TAG, "the match matrix 

is:\n"+matches.dump()); 

 

 

                    matchess1 = matches1.dump(); 

                    matchess1 = matchess1.replace("[", 

""); 

                    matchess1 = matchess1.replace("]", 

""); 

                    matchess1 = matchess1.replace(" ", 

""); 

                    String split_1[] = 
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matchess1.split(";\n"); 

 

                    matchess2 = matches2.dump(); 

                    matchess2 = matchess2.replace("[", 

""); 

                    matchess2 = matchess2.replace("]", 

""); 

                    matchess2 = matchess2.replace(" ", 

""); 

                    String split_2[] = 

matchess2.split(";\n"); 

 

 

                    int[][] metches1 = new 

int[split_1.length][4]; 

                    int[][] metches2 = new 

int[split_2.length][4]; 

                    int[][] best10 = new int[10][4]; 

                    for(i=0;i<split_1.length;i++){ 

                        String[] str = 

split_1[i].split(","); 

                        //Log.i(TAG, 

String.valueOf(str.length)); 

                        for(j=0;j<4;j++){ 

                            if(j==3){ 

                                metches1[i][j] = 

(int)Math.round(Double.parseDouble(str[j])); 

                            }else{ 

                                metches1[i][j] = 

Integer.parseInt(str[j]); 

                            } 

                            //Log.i(TAG, "Made it past 

the integer read"); 

                        } 

                    } 

 

                    for(i=0;i<split_2.length;i++){ 

                        String[] str = 

split_2[i].split(","); 

                        for(j=0;j<4;j++){ 

                            if(j==3){ 

                                metches2[i][j] = 

(int)Math.round(Double.parseDouble(str[j])); 

                            }else{ 

                                metches2[i][j] = 

Integer.parseInt(str[j]); 

                            } 
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                        } 

                    } 

 

 

                    Arrays.sort(metches1, new 

Comparator<int[]>() { 

                        @Override 

                        public int compare(int[] o1, 

int[] o2) { 

                            return 

Integer.compare(o1[3], o2[3]); 

                        } 

                    }); 

 

                    Arrays.sort(metches2, new 

Comparator<int[]>() { 

                        @Override 

                        public int compare(int[] o1, 

int[] o2) { 

                            return 

Integer.compare(o1[3], o2[3]); 

                        } 

                    }); 

 

                    for(i = 0;i<10; i++){ 

                        for(j = 0;j<4; j++){ 

                            best10[i][j] = 

metches1[i][j]; 

                        } 

                    } 

                    for(i = 0;i<5; i++){ 

                        Log.i(TAG, "best5: 

"+best10[i][0]+" "+best10[i][1]+" "+best10[i][2]+" 

"+best10[i][3]); 

                    } 

 

                    //same for keypoints 

                    kp1_str = kp1.dump(); 

                    kp1_str = kp1_str.replace("[", 

""); 

                    kp1_str = kp1_str.replace("]", 

""); 

                    kp1_str = kp1_str.replace(" ", 

""); 

                    String[] split1 = 

kp1_str.split(";\n"); 

                    double[][] kp1_array = new 
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double[split1.length][4]; 

                    Log.i(TAG, "length of kp1 array 

"+split1.length); 

 

                    //convert to doubles 

                    for(i=0;i<split1.length;i++){ 

                        String[] str = 

split1[i].split(","); 

                        //Log.i(TAG, 

String.valueOf(str.length)); 

                        for(j=0;j<4;j++){ 

                            kp1_array[i][j] = 

Double.parseDouble(str[j]); 

                        } 

                    } 

 

                    kp2_str = kp2.dump(); 

                    kp2_str = kp2_str.replace("[", 

""); 

                    kp2_str = kp2_str.replace("]", 

""); 

                    kp2_str = kp2_str.replace(" ", 

""); 

                    String[] split2 = 

kp2_str.split(";\n"); 

                    double[][] kp2_array = new 

double[split2.length][4]; 

                    Log.i(TAG, "length of kp2 array 

"+split2.length); 

 

                    //convert to doubles 

                    for(i=0;i<split2.length;i++){ 

                        String[] str = 

split2[i].split(","); 

                        //Log.i(TAG, 

String.valueOf(str.length)); 

                        for(j=0;j<4;j++){ 

                            kp2_array[i][j] = 

Double.parseDouble(str[j]); 

 

                            //Log.i(TAG, "Made it past 

the integer read"); 

 

                        } 

                    } 

 

                    //angle integers 
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                    double x_avg = 0; 

                    double y_avg = 0; 

 

                    //distance calculation from 

keypoints 

                    double[] angle1 = new double[10]; 

                    double[] angle2 = new double[10]; 

                    for(i=0;i<10;i++){ 

                        Log.i(TAG, "indexes of 

matches: "+best10[i][0]+ " "+best10[i][1]); 

 

                        x_avg = 

x_avg+kp1_array[best10[i][0]][0]-

kp2_array[best10[i][1]][0]; 

                        angle1[i] = 

kp1_array[best10[i][0]][0]-kp2_array[best10[i][1]][0]; 

                        Log.i(TAG, "x value "+i+" is 

"+(kp1_array[best10[i][0]][0]-

kp2_array[best10[i][1]][0])); 

 

                        y_avg = y_avg + 

kp1_array[best10[i][0]][1]-kp2_array[best10[i][1]][1]; 

                        angle2[i] = 

kp1_array[best10[i][0]][1]-kp2_array[best10[i][1]][1]; 

                        Log.i(TAG, "y value "+i+" is 

"+(kp1_array[best10[i][0]][1]-

kp2_array[best10[i][1]][1])); 

                    } 

 

                    x_avg = x_avg/10; 

                    y_avg = y_avg/10; 

 

                    //compute standard deviation 

                    double x_std = 0; 

                    double y_std = 0; 

                    for(i=0;i<10;i++){ 

                        x_std = x_std + (x_avg-

angle1[i])*(x_avg-angle1[i]); 

                        y_std = y_std + (y_avg-

angle1[i])*(y_avg-angle1[i]); 

                    } 

                    x_std = x_std/10; 

                    y_std = y_std/10; 

                    x_std = Math.sqrt(x_std); 

                    y_std = Math.sqrt(y_std); 

 

                    //reject outliers 
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                    int rejected_x = 0; 

                    int rejected_y = 0; 

                    for(i=0;i<10;i++){ 

                        if((angle1[i]<(x_avg-

x_std)||(angle1[i]>(x_avg+x_std)))){ 

                            angle1[i] = 0; 

                            rejected_x = rejected_x+1; 

                        } 

                        if((angle2[i]<(y_avg-

y_std)||(angle2[i]>(y_avg+y_std)))){ 

                            angle2[i] = 0; 

                            rejected_y = rejected_y+1; 

                        } 

                    } 

                    //recalculate average 

                    x_avg = 0; 

                    y_avg = 0; 

                    for(i=0;i<10;i++){ 

                        x_avg = x_avg+angle1[i]; 

                        y_avg = y_avg+angle2[i]; 

                    } 

                    x_avg = x_avg/(10-rejected_x); 

                    y_avg = y_avg/(10-rejected_y); 

 

                    //adjust from pixels to FOV 

                    x_avg = (70*x_avg)/(640); 

                    y_avg = (70*y_avg)/(240); 

 

 

                    Log.i(TAG, "x avg: "+x_avg+" 

y_avg: "+y_avg); 

 

                    dossoc.writeUTF(x_avg+" "+y_avg); 

 

                    //wait for a response 

                    incoming = input.readLine(); 

 

                } 

            } catch (IOException e) { 

                e.printStackTrace(); 

            } 

        } 

    } 

} 
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Program receiving data wirelessly from the cameraphone and recording. In this 

case the included program is the image script but the sensor version is 

similar(python) 

 

import socket 

import time 

import numpy as np 

import pandas as pd 

 

HOST = '10.1.10.201' 

PORT = 6000 

 

msg = None 

data_part = None 

time1 = 0 

time2 = 0 

times = [] 

y_degs = [] 

x_degs = [] 

data = [] 

count = 0 

 

with socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM) as s: 

    s.connect((HOST, PORT)) 

    time2 = time.time() 

    print("Recording started") 

    try: 

        while True: 

            time1=time2 

            msg = s.recv(256).decode('utf') 

            print("angles: ", msg[2:]) 

            data_part = msg[2:].split(" ") 

            print(data_part) 

            x_degs.append(float(data_part[0])) 

            y_degs.append(float(data_part[1])) 

            time.sleep(0.01) 

            s.sendall(b'\n') 

            time2 = time.time() 

            times.append(time2-time1) 

            print("time ", times[-1]) 

             

             

             

    except KeyboardInterrupt: 

        columns = ['xdegs', 'ydegs', 'time'] 
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        experiment = pd.DataFrame(columns = columns) 

        experiment['time'] = times 

        experiment['ydegs'] = y_degs 

        experiment['xdegs'] = x_degs 

         

        print(experiment, "\n") 

         

        print(sum(x_degs)) 

        print(sum(y_degs)) 

        experiment.to_csv('image_output.csv', index=False) 

         

        print("Program ended") 

 

Program which governs Arduino motion(Arduino script), which allows the delay 

to be programmed to control the motor speed, and a speed change to be 

incorporated 

#include <Servo.h> 

Servo myservo;  

String inByte; 

int targ_pos; 

int current_pos = 90; 

int throwaway_int; 

int speed = 38; 

 

void setup() { 

  

  myservo.attach(6); 

  myservo.write(current_pos); 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

 

} 

 

void loop() 

{     

  if(Serial.available())  // if data available in serial port 

    {  

    inByte = Serial.readStringUntil('\n'); // read data until newline 

    if(inByte.toInt()==200){ 

      speed = 12; 

         

      Serial.println("Speed changed to fast"); 

    } 

    else if(inByte.toInt()==300){ 

      speed = 120; 

         

      Serial.println("Speed changed to slow"); 
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    } 

    else{ 

      targ_pos = inByte.toInt();   // change datatype from string to integer 

      if(current_pos>targ_pos){ 

        while(targ_pos<current_pos){ 

          current_pos-=1; 

          myservo.write(current_pos); 

          delay(speed);        

        } 

      } 

      else if(current_pos<targ_pos){ 

        while(targ_pos>current_pos){ 

          current_pos+=1; 

          myservo.write(current_pos); 

          delay(speed);        

        } 

      } 

      else{ 

        throwaway_int=0; 

      } 

      //myservo.write(pos);     // move servo 

      Serial.print("Servo in position: ");   

      Serial.println(inByte); 

      } 

    } 

} 

 

Program to integrate the rotation from sensor data(matlab) 

function rover_test2 

close all; 

clear; 

clc; 

  

% GetReferenceSignal; 

DataProcess; 

  

end 

  

function GetReferenceSignal 

%%read data 

data = xlsread('sensor_43_35deg_s3.csv'); 

  

a_p = data(1:end,1:3); 

w_p = data(1:end,4:6); 

L = length(a_p); 

fs = 1/0.06; 
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r = sum(a_p.*w_p.*w_p)/sum(w_p.*w_p.*w_p.*w_p); 

az = zeros(L,1); 

ax = zeros(L,1); 

for i = 2:L 

    az(i) = r*w_p(i,2)^2; 

    ax(i) = r*(w_p(i,2)-w_p(i-1,2))*fs; 

end 

n1 = a_p(:,3)-az; 

n2 = a_p(:,1)-ax; 

  

figure(11) 

plot(ax); 

hold on; 

plot(a_p(:,1)); 

legend('Reference','Real data') 

title('Acceleration in x direction(tangential)') 

figure(12) 

plot(az); 

hold on; 

plot(a_p(:,3)); 

legend('Reference','Real data') 

title('Acceleration in z direction(normal)') 

  

end 

  

function DataProcess 

%%read data 

data = xlsread('sensor_43_35deg_s2.csv'); 

  

a_p = data(:,1:3); 

w_p = data(:,4:6); 

L = length(a_p); 

t = data(:,end); 

  

%%define command 

cita_ref = zeros(2,1); 

cita_ref(1) = -60; 

cita_ref(2) = 60; 

     

%%butterworth filter design 

fc = 5.9; 

fs = 1/0.025; %%define sampling frequency 

order = 8; 

[b,a] = butter(order,fc/(fs/2)); 

  

w_p_filtered = zeros(order,3); 
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a_p_filtered = zeros(order,3); 

w_p_f = zeros(order,3); 

a_p_f = zeros(order,3); 

w_g = zeros(L,3); 

a_g = zeros(L,3); 

  

s = zeros(L,3); 

cita = zeros(L,3); 

cita_g = zeros(L,3); 

v = zeros(L,3); 

R = Rotation_Matrix(cita(1,:)); 

  

s2 = zeros(L,3); 

cita2 = zeros(L,3); 

cita_g2 = zeros(L,3); 

v2 = zeros(L,3); 

R2 = Rotation_Matrix(cita2(1,:)); 

  

for i = order:L-1 

     

    for j = 1:3 

        w_p_filtered(:,j) = filter(b,a,w_p(i-

order+1:i,j)); 

        a_p_filtered(:,j) = filter(b,a,a_p(i-

order+1:i,j)); 

    end 

    w_p_f(i,:) = w_p_filtered(end,:); 

    a_p_f(i,:) = a_p_filtered(end,:); 

     

    v(i+1,:) = v(i,:)+(R*a_p_f(i,:)')'*t(i); 

    s(i+1,:) = 

s(i,:)+v(i,:)*t(i)+1/2*(R*a_p_f(i,:)')'*t(i)*t(i); 

    cita(i+1,:) = w_p_f(i,:)*t(i); 

    R_temp = Rotation_Matrix(cita(i+1,:)); 

    R = R*R_temp; 

    cita_g(i+1,2) = asin(R(1,3)); 

    cosb = sqrt(1-R(1,3)^2); 

    cita_g(i+1,1) = atan2(-R(1,2)/cosb,R(1,1)/cosb); 

    cita_g(i+1,3) = atan2(-R(2,3)/cosb,R(3,3)/cosb); 

%     cita_g(i+1,1) = atan(-

R(1,2)/cosb/(R(1,1)/cosb)); 

%     cita_g(i+1,3) = atan(-

R(2,3)/cosb/(R(3,3)/cosb)); 

     

    v2(i+1,:) = v2(i,:)+(R2*a_p(i,:)')'*t(i); 

    s2(i+1,:) = 

s2(i,:)+v2(i,:)*t(i)+1/2*(R*a_p_f(i,:)')'*t(i)*t(i); 
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    cita2(i+1,:) = w_p(i,:)*t(i); 

    R_temp2 = Rotation_Matrix(cita2(i+1,:)); 

    R2 = R2*R_temp2; 

    cita_g2(i+1,2) = asin(R2(1,3)); 

    cosb2 = sqrt(1-R2(1,3)^2); 

    cita_g2(i+1,1) = atan2(-

R2(1,2)/cosb2,R2(1,1)/cosb2); 

    cita_g2(i+1,3) = atan2(-

R2(2,3)/cosb2,R2(3,3)/cosb2); 

%     cita_g2(i+1,1) = atan(-

R2(1,2)/cosb2/(R2(1,1)/cosb2)); 

%     cita_g2(i+1,3) = atan(-

R2(2,3)/cosb2/(R2(3,3)/cosb2)); 

end 

cita_g3 = cita_g/pi*180; 

cita_g4 = cita_g2/pi*180; 

  

for i = 1:length(t)-1 

    t(i+1) = t(i)+t(i+1); 

end 

  

figure(1) 

% plot(t,cita_g3(:,1)); 

hold on; 

plot(t,cita_g3(:,2)); 

% plot(t,cita_g3(:,3)); 

% plot(t,cita_g4(:,1),'-.') 

plot(t,cita_g4(:,2),'-.') 

% plot(t,cita_g4(:,3),'-.') 

stem(t(215),cita_ref(1)) 

stem(t(305),cita_ref(2)) 

% 

legend('filtered_cita_x','filtered_cita_y','filtered_c

ita_z',... 

%     'cita_x','cita_y','cita_z') 

legend('filtered_cita_y','cita_y') 

title('Angle vs Time') 

xlabel('time(s)') 

ylabel('angle(deg)') 

grid on 

 

end 

  

function R = Rotation_Matrix(cita) 

Rx = [1, 0, 0; 0, cos(cita(1)), sin(cita(1)); 0, -

sin(cita(1)), cos(cita(1))]; 
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Ry = [cos(cita(2)), 0, -sin(cita(2)); 0, 1, 0; 

sin(cita(2)), 0, cos(cita(2))]; 

Rz = [cos(cita(3)), sin(cita(3)), 0; -sin(cita(3)), 

cos(cita(3)), 0; 0, 0, 1]; 

R = Rx*Ry*Rz; 

end 
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